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ABSTRACT 15	

The effect of pressure and temperature on the structure of silicate melts coexisting 16	

with silica-saturated aqueous electrolyte fluids enriched in fluorine or chlorine in the 17	

Na2O–Al2O3–SiO2–H2O system has been described. In-situ measurements were 18	

conducted with the samples at desired temperatures and pressures in a hydrothermal 19	

diamond anvil cell (HDAC) by using microRaman and FTIR spectroscopy techniques. 20	

The data were acquired at temperatures and pressures up to 800ºC and 1264 MPa, 21	

respectively. 22	

In silicate melts, the intensity of the infrared bands assigned to the stretch 23	
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vibration of OH-groups is smaller than those of coexisting molecular H2O when F and Cl 24	

are present in the melt structure. This difference reflects the interaction of F or Cl with 25	

H2O in the melts. With decreasing pressure and temperature (P-T) conditions, SiF 26	

complexes are favored in the melt over that in coexisting fluid, perhaps because of 27	

decreasing silicate concentration in fluids with decreasing temperature and pressure. In 28	

these melts, the solubility of Cl, likely in the form of NaCl, increases with decreasing P-T 29	

conditions, whereas the abundance of such complexes in coexisting fluids decreases in 30	

favor of HCl.  31	

Our experimental data were employed to model the ascent of a fluid-saturated 32	

magma from the upper mantle to the shallow crust. This modeling offers insights into F 33	

and Cl partitioning between and the speciation of F and Cl in melts and magmatic fluids. 34	

We suggest that the formation of stable SiF and NaCl complexes and their increasing 35	

solubilities in silicate melts during magma ascent may explain the late volcanic degassing 36	

of F and Cl compared with the degassing behavior of other volatile species. 37	

 38	

Keywords:  Fluorine, chlorine, speciation, aqueous fluids, hydrous melts, structure, 39	

spectroscopy, hydrothermal diamond anvil cell. 40	
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INTRODUCTION 42	

Characterization of the behavior of volatile elements during magma ascent is 43	

central to constraining the cycling of volatiles from the Earth’s interior to the surface. 44	

Volatile species are released into the atmosphere mainly through magma degassing and 45	

their abundance in the emitted gases and fluids is controlled by their speciation and 46	

solubility in melts and magmatic fluids.  47	

 Previous studies have focused on the characterization of volatile species (H2O, 48	

CO2, S, Cl and F) and their solubility in magmas of various compositions (e.g., Mysen et 49	

al. 1975; Mysen 1977; Eggler et al. 1979; Dixon et al. 1995; Webster et al. 1999; Brooker 50	

et al. 2001; Tamic et al. 2001; King and Holloway 2002; Signorelli and Carroll 2002; 51	

Botcharnikov et al. 2004). The solubility of volatile halogens and the depth of their 52	

exsolution depend on not only on magma composition but also on the concentration of 53	

other volatiles, especially H2O and CO2, which affects the solubility and fractionation of 54	

halogen-bearing species in and between minerals, melts and fluids (e.g., Holloway 1976; 55	

Carroll and Webster 1994; Dixon et al. 1995; Burgisser et al. 2008; Dalou and Mysen 56	

2013). The partitioning of F and Cl between fluid and melt has been of special interest 57	

because these volatiles tend to degas during the latest stages of magmatic evolution 58	

(Carroll and Webster 1994; Spilliaert et al. 2006). While both F and Cl solubility in 59	

magmas can be quite high, their behavior in magmatic systems differs. For example, it is 60	

often concluded that Cl is dissolved preferentially in aqueous fluids, whereas F favors 61	

melts (Carroll and Webster 1994). However, comparative studies of F and Cl partitioning 62	

between fluid and melt with similar melt compositions, temperatures and pressures are 63	

rare as are data on degassing in volcanic systems (e.g. Pennisi and Le Cloarec 1998; 64	
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Spilliaert et al. 2006).  65	

Earlier experiments measured species concentrations in quenched glasses and 66	

calculated the composition of coexisting fluid after equilibration at high temperature and 67	

pressure (Webster 1992; Métrich and Rutherford 1992, Lowenstern 1994; Shinohara 68	

1994; Webster 1997; Signorelli and Carroll 2000; Chevychelov et al. 2008; Alleti et al. 69	

2009). However, the structure of a silicate glass is different from that of its high-70	

temperature melt (e.g., Moynihan et al. 1976; Dingwell and Webb 1990), because silicate 71	

speciation in the melt/glass structure is temperature (and pressure) dependent (e.g. Mysen 72	

et al. 2003). Furthermore, the speciation of volatiles dissolved in melt is temperature-73	

dependent as observed, for instance, in the OH/H2O (e.g., Nowak and Behrens 1995; 74	

Sowerby and Keppler 1999) and CO3/CO2 ratios (Nowak et al., 2003). The speciation of 75	

volatiles in fluid also changes with pressure and temperature, affecting estimates of 76	

elemental solubility and speciation, for example those of C-O-H-N volatile components  77	

(e.g. Mysen and Yamashita 2010; Mysen 2013a).  78	

To circumvent barriers raised by examining melts and fluids quenched to ambient 79	

pressure and temperature conditions, the in-situ experimental characterization of the melt 80	

and fluid structure and composition at high pressure and high temperature is key. 81	

Recently, experimental protocols employed have involved the integration of 82	

hydrothermal diamond anvil cell (HDAC) techniques (e.g., Bassett et al. 1994; 1996) 83	

with in-situ Raman and infrared spectroscopy (Shen and Keppler 1995; Nowak and 84	

Behrens 1995; Zotov and Keppler 2000; 2002; Mysen 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013a). In this 85	

paper, we present a series of HDAC experiments where such protocols are used to 86	

constrain the effect of cooling and associated decompression on the Cl and F speciation 87	
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of a SiO2-rich aqueous fluid and a coexisting H2O-rich aluminosilicate melt. The 88	

experiments were conducted at upper mantle/deep crustal pressure and temperature 89	

conditions.  90	

 91	

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 92	

A Si8AlNa6O20 (NS3A5: 65wt% SiO2, 7.8wt% Al2O3 and 28wt% Na2O) 93	

composition glass was the silicate starting material (see Dalou et al. in review for 94	

analytical details of the glass). The glass was prepared by mixing spectroscopically pure 95	

Na2CO3, SiO2 and Al2O3 powders, which were then decarbonated by slow step heating 96	

(50 ºC/15 minutes), and then melted for 2 hours at 1000 ºC. The aqueous fluids were pure 97	

deionized H2O, 0.5 M of NaF and 0.5 M of NaCl.  98	

The experiments were conducted with the samples in an externally heated 99	

hydrothermal diamond anvil cell (HDAC; Bassett et al. 1994, 1996) with 1 mm diamond 100	

culets. Samples comprised a small piece of NS3A5 glass, a small chip of synthetic 13C 101	

diamond, and a < 1 µl drop of H2O (Fig. 1 and 2). Reactants were contained in a 500 µm 102	

central hole of a 125 µm thick iridium gasket. The temperature in the HDAC was 103	

controlled to within 1 ºC with chromel-alumel thermocouples in contact with the surface 104	

of the upper and lower diamond anvils, however the accuracy of the temperature 105	

measurements is less than 3ºC (Bassett et al., 2000). The pressure was calculated from the 106	

pressure-/temperature-dependent one-phonon Raman shift of diamond (Bassett et al. 107	

1996; Hanfland et al. 1985). To distinguish this shift from the Raman spectra of diamond 108	

anvils, we used synthetic 13C diamond. Because of the mass difference between 12C and 109	

13C diamonds (mass ratio, √m12C/m13C), their frequency difference is about 80 cm-1 at 110	
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ambient pressure and temperature (P-T) conditions but changes with P-T  (Table 1, Fig. 111	

3a). The one phonon Raman shift of 13C diamond was calibrated in the 0.1 - 1300 MPa 112	

and 25° - 800 °C ranges, as described in Mysen and Yamashita (2010).  113	

Raman spectra were obtained with a JASCO model IRS-3100 confocal 114	

microRaman spectrometer with holographic gratings. A 50X objective lens was 115	

employed for both visual microscopic examination and spectroscopic analysis. Signals 116	

were detected with an Andor Model DV401-F1 1024x128 pixel Peltier-cooled CCD (25 117	

µm2 pixels). To record spectra of melt and fluid, the 490.2 nm line of a solid-state laser 118	

was used. This laser operates at 33.3 mW on the sample. In these measurements, 119	

acquisition was performed with grating settings of 600 grooves/mm to cover the 178-120	

4469 cm-1 frequency range within a single CCD window. The frequency resolution was ± 121	

3 cm-1. Acquisition time was typically 4 min per spectrum.  122	

Spectra used to monitor pressure from the Raman shift of 13C diamond were 123	

acquired with 2400 grooves/mm to cover the 1218–1753 cm-1 frequency range (covering 124	

the 12C and 13C diamond peaks and a Neon reference line) within a single CCD window. 125	

Here, a 532 nm laser line was used for sample excitation, operating at about 6.4 mW. By 126	

optimizing spectrometer frequency resolution to the 584.72 nm Ne emission line, the 127	

pressure precision is ± 40 MPa (± 0.1 cm-1 uncertainty on the Raman shift, Fig. 3).	This 128	

precision combined with the uncertainty in the pressure calibration of the one-phonon 129	

shift of the 13C diamond (±100 MPa; Mysen and Yamashita, 2010) yields a pressure 130	

uncertainty of about ±110 MPa.  131	

Baseline correction of Raman spectra was performed on the JASCO® package 132	

spectra analysis software, as illustrated in Mysen et al. (2013). Curve-fitting of Raman 133	
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spectra was carried out using the IGOR™ software package from Wavemetrics™. In this 134	

procedure, location (Raman shift), bandwidth, and band intensity were treated as 135	

independent variables and minimization of χ2 was used as the convergence criterion. 136	

Bandwidths were first fixed, and the number of bands and their locations were chosen 137	

according to Mysen et al. (2003) for NS3A5 composition melt and according to Mysen et 138	

al. (2010b) for fluids. Location and bandwidth were then restricted to vary within 40 cm-1 139	

with minimization of χ2 as the convergence criterion.  140	

We also investigated the speciation of H2O dissolved in the silicate melts by 141	

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Measurements were performed with a 142	

Jasco model IMV4000 FTIR microscope system with 10X objective and condenser 143	

cassegraine lenses, an InSb detector, CaF2 beam splitter, and a halogen light source. 144	

Sixteen cm-1 resolution scans over the 750-7800 cm-1 frequency range were accumulated 145	

over 2048 scans when the aperture was ≥50x50 µm, and 4096 scans when smaller 146	

aperture was used. 147	

In the halogen-free experiment, the size of each phase (melt globule, aqueous 148	

fluid) was smaller than the distance between diamond culets. Under such circumstances, 149	

the transmitted infrared signal at the point of interest will include contributions from both 150	

phases, and thus introduce interferences (Mysen, 2011). Therefore, no FTIR data on 151	

halogen-free fluids or melts are presented. Fluid or melt small volumes (<25x25 µm) in 152	

this experiment, however, were suitable for Raman spectroscopic measurements, which 153	

exploit a 1µm diameter laser beam and a focal depth near 10 µm. The F- and Cl-bearing 154	

aqueous fluids and melts were analyzed with both Raman and FTIR spectroscopy.  155	

 156	
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Procedure 157	

These experiments describe melt and fluid equilibrium relationships at 800ºC. For 158	

silicate glasses to melt and not dissolve into the fluid at this temperature, the density of a 159	

coexisting fluid at P-T conditions needs to be sufficiently low so that fluid and melt can 160	

coexist (Mysen 2013b) (Table 1). Control of the fluid density is accomplished by 161	

bleeding air into the sample chamber during several heating-cooling stages. The final 162	

experiment, analyzed by Raman and FTIR spectroscopy, is performed once the right 163	

proportion of solid-fluid and gas are reached (Fig. 2, photomicrograph 1). 164	

Iridium gaskets tend to deform at high P-T conditions (Fig. 2). Phase segregation 165	

occurs, therefore, at slightly different P-T conditions during each cooling process because 166	

of the variable internal volume between experiments (Table 1). The homogenization 167	

temperatures reported in Table 1 reflect the point of gas-fluid separation during cooling. 168	

Experimental P-T conditions (shown in Fig. 3b) and observed phases are summarized in 169	

Table 1.  170	

 171	

 RESULTS  172	

Raman spectroscopy  173	

The 3000-4000 cm-1 and 700-1200 cm-1 frequency ranges (Fig 4A) include Raman bands 174	

changing with P-T conditions (Fig. 4B and C) and the presence of Cl and F in both melt 175	

and fluid. Therefore, these frequency ranges appear to be relevant to the characterization 176	

of the structural roles of Cl and F in coexisting fluid and melt  177	

3000-4000 cm-1 frequency range. This frequency range is dominated by an 178	

asymmetric envelope with an intensity maximum near 3540 cm-1 together with a tail that 179	
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extends to lower frequencies. The low-frequency component of this intensity envelope is 180	

considered to reflect hydrogen bonding between the O-H groups in the melt and fluid 181	

phase (e.g., Ratcliffe and Irish 1982; Walrafen et al. 1986; Frantz et al. 1993; Kawamoto 182	

et al. 2004; Mysen and Yamashita 2010; Mysen 2013a). With increasing temperature, the 183	

band becomes more symmetric (Fig. 4) as the role of hydrogen bonding becomes less 184	

important with increasing temperature (Walrafen et al., 1986; Frantz et al., 1993). At any 185	

given temperature, the band is sharper in the fluid than in melt phase (Fig. 4).  186	

700-1200 cm-1 frequency range. This frequency range provides structural 187	

information relevant to the aluminosilicate species referred to as Q-species, in melts and 188	

silicate-saturated fluids (e.g., Brawer and White 1975; Furukawa et al. 1981; McMillan 189	

1984; Maekawa and Yokokawa 1997; Zotov and Keppler 1998; Mysen et al. 2003 or 190	

Mysen 2012 for review). There are two maxima in this frequency range: one between 700 191	

and 800 cm-1 and one between 1000 and 1100 cm-1 (Fig. 4). The latter is more intense in 192	

the melt, whereas the maximum at 700-800 cm-1 is more prominent in fluids. Moreover, 193	

the integrated area of the 700-800 cm-1 region in the spectra of aqueous fluid decreases 194	

with increasing P-T, whereas it increases in the spectra of melt. The Raman band 195	

assigned to the Si-F stretching also resides in this frequency range near 990 cm-1 (Dalou 196	

and Mysen 2013).  197	

 198	

Infrared spectroscopy 199	

In the 4000-8000 cm-1 portion of the IR spectrum, there could be three bands near 4500, 200	

5200 and 7200 cm-1 present in FTIR spectra of both H2O-rich melt and silicate-rich fluid 201	

(Mysen 2009; 2011). In this study, the 4500 cm-1 band could not be discerned in the fluid 202	
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spectra. Furthermore, because we cannot unambiguously assess the extent of signal 203	

interferences by fluid in the melt IR spectra because the melt globules often do not fill 204	

entirely the volume between the two diamonds, these bands are treated qualitatively only. 205	

In detail, the ratio of the integrated area of the 4500 and 5200 cm-1 bands (A4500/A5200) in 206	

spectra of melt increases with increasing P-T conditions (Fig. 5). The dependence of the 207	

A4500/A5200 ratio on temperature is lower in F- and Cl- bearing melts than in melts of the 208	

Na2O-SiO2-H2O (Mysen 2009) and Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O systems (Mysen 2011) (Fig. 209	

5b). This could be because of possible interference of aqueous fluid on the spectra of melt 210	

(no OH-signal detected in spectra of fluids). Alternatively, the P-T paths in the 211	

experiments in the Na2O-SiO2-H2O (Mysen 2009) and Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O system 212	

(Mysen 2011) are different from those in the present experiments. These differences 213	

notwithstanding, the evolution of the A4500/A5200 ratio with temperature is similar in the 214	

Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O-F and Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O-Cl systems. The temperature-215	

dependent A4500/A5200 ratios, whether in halogen-bearing or halogen-free systems (Mysen 216	

2009, 2011) are comparable, even though the experiments were carried out along quite 217	

different pressure paths (Fig. 2b). This leads to the suggestion that pressure is not the 218	

main control on the A4500/A5200 ratio.  219	

 The 4500 cm-1 and 5200 cm-1 bands often are used to identify structurally bonded 220	

OH groups and molecular H2O, respectively, in aluminosilicate melts (Scholze 1956; 221	

Bartholomew and Schreurs 1980; Withers et al. 1999; Malfait 2009). Although the 222	

A4500/A5200 ratio cannot be used to extract abundance of water species and total water 223	

content in these melts, because of the possible interference from fluid and insufficient 224	

information on molar absorption coefficients, it is worth noticing that the ratio of the 225	
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integrated peak areas of OH and H2O increases with increasing temperature. In general, 226	

this ratio is lower in the halogen-bearing melt relative to the halogen-free aluminosilicate 227	

melt. 228	

 229	

DISCUSSION 230	

The structure of the melt and fluid phase 231	

O-H bonding environment in aluminosilicate melts and aqueous fluids 232	

The 3000-4000 cm-1 frequency envelope is assigned to OH stretch vibrations 233	

(e.g., Van Thiel et al. 1957; Velde 1983; McMillan and Remmele 1986; Frantz et al. 234	

1993; Kawamoto et al. 2004; Mysen, 2011). Two Gaussian bands were fitted with one 235	

centered near 3530 cm-1 and the other near 3450 cm-1 (Fig. 6a); assigned to isolated and 236	

hydrogen-bonded OH groups, respectively (Foustoukos and Mysen 2012). The relative 237	

distribution of the integrated peak areas is used to constrain the stability of the O…H-O 238	

bonding in the H2O component of the melt and fluid phase (Walrafen 1968; Walrafen et 239	

al. 1996). By assuming that the relative normalized differential Raman scattering cross 240	

sections (σj) of the O-H and O…H-O ν1 vibrations are the same, the mole fraction ratio 241	

of isolated and hydrogen-bonded OH groups, XHYDR/XISOL, equals the integrated 242	

intensities ratio: 243	

KISOL/HYDR = XHYDR/XISOL = AHYDR/AISOL                        (1) 244	

From the correlation of KISOL/HYDR with 1/T.103, we estimate the enthalpy of 245	

rupture (ΔH) of the O…H-O intermolecular bond in aqueous fluids and H2O-rich melts 246	

(Fig. 5; Walrafen 1968; Foustoukos and Mysen 2012). In halogen-free fluids, ΔH of 18 247	

kJ/mol for hydrogen-bond formation was estimated, consistent with the value reported for 248	
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supercritical H2O solution (21±1 kJ/mol) (Foustoukos and Mysen 2012). As observed in 249	

Mysen (2013a), the ΔH is significantly weaker in melts than in fluids: 10±2 kJ/mol in 250	

Na2O-SiO2-H2O melts and 11 kJ/mol in Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O melts. Note that the ΔH 251	

reported in Mysen (2013a) and this study are similar (within the error bar) even though 252	

they are from different pressures (to 800ºC - 1250 MPa and to 800ºC - 829 MPa, 253	

respectively). This suggests that pressure is not an important factor controlling ΔH. The 254	

reason for this difference remains unclear, but an initial hypothesis suggests that 255	

molecular H2O might be partly isolated in cavities in the silicate melt structure (Mysen 256	

2013a). Notably, the ΔH values for the hydrogen bonding in the halogen-free aqueous 257	

phase (Fig. 6b) are lower than those calculated for the Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O-Cl system 258	

(Fig. 6d), but higher than the estimations in the Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O-F system (Fig. 259	

6c).  260	

In short, the relative stability of the intermolecular hydrogen bond between OH 261	

groups in both melt and fluid can be expressed as ΔHCl>ΔHO>ΔHF. While hydrogen 262	

bonding typically occurs where the partially positively charged hydrogen atom lies 263	

between partially negatively charged oxygen atoms, it has been shown experimentally at 264	

temperature up to 500ºC and pressure up to 500 MPa (Mayanovic et al. 2001) that 265	

hydrogen can form bonds with F-, Cl- (and Br-) in fluids, such as HO-H˙˙˙˙F- and HO-266	

H˙˙˙˙Cl- (see Collins et al. 2007 for review). The strength of hydrogen bonding is reduced 267	

as the halide radius increases (Collins et al. 2007). Statistical mechanics models have also 268	

suggested that charge densities control the ion-water interaction by affecting the two 269	

competing forces of electrostatic interaction (water’s dipole interacting with ions) and the 270	

hydrogen bonding (water interacting with neighboring waters) in water structure (Hribar 271	
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et al. 2002). Based on this model, small ions (e.g. F-) exhibit large charge densities that 272	

cause strong electrostatic ordering within water molecules and disrupt the water-water 273	

hydrogen bonds in the first solvation shell. To this end, the HO-H˙˙˙˙F- bond appears to 274	

be weak (ΔH-value: 2.2 kJ/mol at temperatures ranging from 300 to 800ºC and pressures 275	

between 143 to 606 MPa, Table 1). In contrast, the HO-H˙˙˙˙Cl- bond is stronger in fluid 276	

(ΔH-value: 37.5 kJ/mol; at 300 to 800 ºC and between 246 to 1264 MPa, Table 1) than 277	

the hydrogen bond in water HO-H˙˙˙˙OH2 at high P-T (ΔH-value: 21±1 kJ/mol, at 300- 278	

800 ºC, 330-1340 MPa, Foustoukos and Mysen 2012). This is consistent with 279	

Bondarenko et al. (2006) who show that at 100 MPa, <500ºC in the H2O-NaCl system the 280	

Cl-˙˙˙H electrostatic attraction is stronger than O˙˙˙H bonds between H2O molecules 281	

(OH2O partial charge is -0.82|e| in the SPC water model, while Cl-
H2O full formal charge 282	

is -1|e|). 283	

In the case of the melt phase, charge density differences appear to impose less of 284	

an effect on the stability of the hydrogen intermolecular bonds. For example, the ΔH-285	

value of hydrogen bonding measured in F-bearing NS3A5 melts (3.1 kJ/mol; at 300 to 286	

800ºC – 143 to 606MPa) compares well with C˙˙˙˙H-OH2 (theoretically predicted ~ 4 287	

kJ/mol; Li et al. 2007; Scheiner 2010), a structural behavior attributed to their 288	

comparable atomic radii, 0.072 and 0.077 nm, respectively.  289	

 290	

The effect of fluorine and chlorine on the structure of H2O-rich aluminosilicate melts 291	

The 700-1200 cm-1 frequency range of Raman spectra is assigned to the stretch 292	

vibrations of Si-O and Al-O in aluminosilicate melts and fluids (see, for example, Mysen 293	

and Richet 2005), supported by 29Si and 27Al NMR spectroscopy in silicate glasses and 294	
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silicate-rich aqueous fluids (e.g. Stebbins 1987; Kinrade and Swaddle 1988; Buckermann 295	

et al. 1992; Kinrade 1996; Mysen and Cody 2005; Mysen 2007; Mysen et al. 2011).  296	

Examples of curve-fitting results, deconvolved following Gaussian distributions, 297	

from the 700-1200 cm-1 frequency range are presented in Figure 7. There are 4 main 298	

bands near 750-820, 820-860, 870-910 and 1070-1090 cm-1 associated with 299	

aluminosilicate structural units with 4, 3, 2 and 1 non-bridging atoms for the Q0, Q1, Q2 300	

and Q3 structural units, respectively.  A band around 1050 cm-1 is observed in all spectra 301	

(Fig. 7). This band likely corresponds to (Si,Al)–O° vibrations in any structural units with 302	

bridging oxygen (Mysen et al., 1982; Lasaga, 1982). However, its assignment is still 303	

debatable (Mysen, 2007; Mysen and Cody, 2005) and will not be discussed any further. 304	

Bandwidth and location of Qn species’ bands are constant among spectra (within 10 cm-1 305	

and 40 cm-1, respectively).  306	

By assuming that the ratio of Raman cross-sections for the Si-O vibrations of the 307	

Q0, Q1, Q2 and Q3 are similar, the ratio of integrated intensities is the same as the ratio of 308	

mole fractions (Mysen et al. 2013). The abundance of Qn species in melts and fluids, 309	

derived in this manner, are presented in Table 2. The location and bandwidth of the band 310	

around 1050 cm-1 strongly depends on the noise in the 960-1000 cm-1 area, which can 311	

reach up to 25% of the spectra intensity. Although the 1050 cm-1 band was not taken into 312	

account in the calculation of Qn species mole fraction, its area can induce an uncertainty, 313	

in particular regarding Q3 mole fraction. This uncertainty is difficult to estimate but we 314	

consider that it cannot account for the whole variation of Qn mole fractions derived from 315	

the spectra (Figures 7 and 8). 316	

Differences between the relative abundances of silicate species in the hydrous 317	
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melt and aqueous fluid are immediately evident (Fig. 7). The abundance of the more 318	

polymerized species, Q2 and Q3, is greater in melts than in fluids, whereas the most 319	

depolymerized species, Q0, is found to be more abundant in fluids (Fig. 7). The most 320	

polymerized Qn species, Q3, is less abundant in F- and Cl-bearing aqueous fluids than in 321	

the halogen-free fluid (Table 2). This suggests that F and Cl presence in fluids disrupts 322	

the fluid structure, perhaps by depolymerizing the silicate network. Our experimental 323	

data suggest that such an effect might be greater in F-bearing relative to Cl-bearing 324	

fluids.  325	

From the integrated peak area of bands assigned to Si-O stretch vibrations in the 326	

individual Qn species normalized to the sum of all Qn species areas, we calculated 327	

fluid/melt partition coefficients, Dfluid/melt (Fig. 8). The Dfluid/melt of the most 328	

depolymerized Qn species, Q0, decreases rapidly with increasing temperature, and 329	

therefore pressure (as increasing temperature drives increased pressure, Fig. 3b), in all 330	

experiments. In contrast, the partition coefficients of more polymerized species, Q2 and 331	

Q3, increase with increasing temperature/-pressure in the halogen-free experiment (Fig. 332	

8).  333	

 Interestingly, the dependence of Qn abundance on P-T conditions is modified by 334	

the presence of F and Cl in the system (Fig. 8). In the F-bearing system, with increasing 335	

P-T, the partition coefficients of the most depolymerized species, Q0, and Q1 decrease 336	

whereas that of the most polymerized species, Q3, increases but remains lower than in the 337	

halogen-free system.  A small effect is observed in the case of the Cl-bearing system. 338	

Moreover, Dfluid/melt
Q3 initially decreases from 400 to 600ºC and then increases at higher 339	

temperature, ergo higher pressure. These trends tend to suggest that the depolymerization 340	
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effect of H2O in highly alkaline aluminosilicate melts is less effective in the presence of 341	

Cl. 342	

 343	

Fluorine speciation and fluid/melt partitioning 344	

 Curve fitting of the Raman spectra of F-bearing melts and fluids requires the 345	

presence of a band near 990 cm-1. This is attributed to the Si-F in Q3, noted Q3(F), 346	

assuming that the replacement of O2- by F- likely causes a reduced vibrational frequency 347	

and that the 990 cm-1 band is just lower than the frequency of Si-O vibrations in Q3. 348	

Furthermore, this frequency is near the Si-F stretching vibration of SiO3-F complexes  (~ 349	

945cm-1; Dumas et al., 1982; Yamamoto et al., 1983) in silicate glasses.  350	

The integrated area of the 990 cm-1 peak (normalized to the sum of all Qn species 351	

areas) was used to calculate the partition coefficient of Si-F between fluids and melts, 352	

because the cross section for Si-F stretching is similar in fluids and melts assuming that 353	

the (Si+F)-species are the same in fluids and melts. With increasing P-T conditions, the 354	

Dfluid/melt
Si-F increases (Fig. 9a). The linear regression of the relationship between 355	

ln(Dfluid/melt
Si-F) and 1/T, results in a ∆H = -15.2 ±0.6 kJ/mol (Fig. 9b) for the equilibrium 356	

exchange of Si-F between fluid and melt. This value is comparable to the ∆H we find for 357	

Q3 (-16 ±2 kJ/mol, Fig. 9c), suggesting that F does not significantly disturb the silicate 358	

structure.   359	

Water solubility in melts increases and progressively depolymerizes melts with 360	

increasing P-T in our P-T condition range (Table 2). During melt depolymerization, the 361	

relative abundance of Q3 and, therefore, of Q3(F) decreases (Table 2), while there is no 362	

evidence of Si-F vibrations in more depolymerized species Q2 or Q1 (no shoulders on the 363	
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lower frequency parts of Q2 or Q1 bands are observed). Results, therefore, indicate that 364	

the Si-F concentration in melts decreases with increasing P-T (Table 2). In silicate–rich 365	

aqueous fluids at low P-T conditions  (200-400 ºC and 50-150 MPa), F and OH 366	

complexes with Si may form SiF4, SiF5
-, SiF6

2- Si(OH)2F2, H3SiO4
- and H4SiO4 367	

(Konyshev and Aksyuk 2008). Konyshev and Aksyuk (2008) observe that, with 368	

increasing P-T, the abundance of the F-bearing complexes in fluids increases, while the 369	

abundance of Si-OH complexes decreases. Consistently, we observe that the solubility of 370	

these Si-F complexes in the fluid phases increases with increasing P-T (Table 2), 371	

regardless of complex speciation. 372	

As P-T increases, FTIR in-situ measurements indicate that the OH/H2O 373	

proportion increases in melts (Figure 5b). The OH/H2O ratio increase in the halogen-free 374	

systems is similar although the two sets of data in the NS4 (Mysen 2009) and NA10 375	

(Mysen 2011) systems are from different pressures (up to 1033 and 791 MPa, 376	

respectively) than the present experiments. The OH/H2O increase with temperature is 377	

smaller in F-bearing melts than halogen-free melts (Fig. 5b). This suggests that F 378	

suppresses the formation of OH bonds with silicate, which is consistent with the reaction, 379	

found in F-bearing hydrous glasses, quenched at 1400ºC – 1.5 GPa (Dalou and Mysen 380	

2013): 381	

2AlSi2O4F3 + 2Q3(OH)  ↔  3Q3(F) + Q4  + Q2 + 2Al3+ + H2O,          (2) 382	

where Q3(OH) refers to Q3 species with 2H+ per Si and AlSi2O4F3 refers to a possible F-383	

bearing aluminosilicate complex formed by F2 solution mechanism in anhydrous glass 384	

(Dalou et al. in revision). 385	
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In effect, by forming Si-F bonds, F reduces the formation of Si-OH bonds in 386	

aluminosilicate melts and promotes the formation of molecular H2O.  387	

 As shown in previous studies (Schaller et al. 1992; Mysen et al. 2004), F 388	

preferentially bonds with Al in some aluminosilicate glasses. The presence of F in four-389	

fold and six-fold coordination around Al is recorded by the variation of Raman spectra 390	

intensity near 800 and 600 cm-1, respectively. The resolution of our spectra in those 391	

frequencies is insufficient to resolve the variation of Al-F complexes. Therefore, changes 392	

of Al-F bonding with P-T conditions cannot be discussed in more detail.  393	

 394	

Chlorine speciation and fluid/melt partitioning 395	

Previous work on chloride solubility in melts and fluids has shown that it 396	

preferentially bonds with alkali network-modifiers (Ca, Na or K; e.g. Stebbins and Du, 397	

2002; Sandland et al. 2004; Zimova and Webb 2006; Evans et al. 2008; Baasner et al.  398	

2013). For example, Dalou and Mysen (2013), proposed that Cl dissolves in hydrous 399	

silicate melts following the equilibrium reaction: 400	

2NaOH + Q4 + Cl2 ↔ 2NaCl + Q2 + H2O.             (3) 401	

This reaction suggests that the formation of NaCl species in the melt structure 402	

releases molecular H2O and implies that the presence of Cl reduces the formation of OH 403	

bonds with sodium. This likely explains the lower OH/H2O ratio in Cl-bearing melts than 404	

in halogen-free melts (Fig. 4b). To this end, increased H2O solubility in silicate melts 405	

along the P-T path shifts the equilibrium reaction (3) to the right.  406	

It also has been proposed that Cl can be dissolved in melts as HCl, an abundant 407	

species in magmatic gases: 408	
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HClfluid + O2-
melt ↔ Cl-

melt + OH- melt            (4) 409	

(Kogarko 1974; Burnham 1979). The Cl solubility, however, decreases as water content 410	

increases in aluminosilicate melts (Dalou and Mysen 2013). Therefore, as P-T and H2O 411	

solubility increases in aluminosilicate melt, Cl and Na activity decreases. If HCl was the 412	

dominant speciation of Cl in hydrous silicate melts, it would be expected than an H2O 413	

content increase in the melt would increase Cl solubility as: 414	

2NaCl + H2O ↔ 2HCl + Na2O,              (5) 415	

which is not observed in silicate melts. This would suggest that NaCl bonds in hydrous 416	

aluminosilicate melts are more important than HCl.  417	

Experimental data on the evolution of the HCl/NaCl ratio in melts and fluids have 418	

been determined at lower pressure than in this study (below 150MPa) and with natural 419	

composition melts (from basalt to rhyolite, e.g Williams et al. 1997; Shinohara, 2009). In 420	

these experiments, it has been shown that the HCl/NaCl ratio increases with decreasing 421	

Na/Al in silicate melts and with decreasing pressure (Shinohara 1987; Candela 1990). 422	

Shinohara (2009) also illustrates that, below ~65MPa, HCl becomes more abundant than 423	

NaCl in the aqueous fluid, regardless of the composition of the melt in equilibrium with 424	

the fluid. In other words, the equilibrium reaction (5) shifts to the right (Sourirajan and 425	

Kennedy 1962) probably because of the large difference in partial volumes of HCl and 426	

NaCl in low-density phases at high temperature and low pressure conditions (Shinohara 427	

and Fujimoto 1994). Therefore, we can assume that in the range of pressure studied here 428	

(246-1264 MPa), the abundance of HCl in the melt, compared to NaCl, is too low to be 429	

detected spectroscopically. Moreover, as pressure decrease, the HCl/NaCl increasingly 430	

partitioned from the melt into the aqueous fluid (Williams et al. 1997). This implies that 431	
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HCl solubility increases more rapidly in fluids than in silicate melts during 432	

decompression.  433	

Frank et al. (2003) found a positive correlation between the NaClfluid/NaOHmelt 434	

ratio and the HCl concentration in the aqueous fluid. Their observation suggests 435	

exchange equilibrium of Cl between fluid and melt written as: 436	

NaOHmelt + 2NaClfluid ↔ NaClfluid + HClfluid + Na2Omelt           (6) 437	

As pressure decreases, the equilibrium 6 is shifted to the right. This solution mechanism 438	

allows more Na+ to be released in the melt as a network modifier. Because Na prefers to 439	

bond with non-bridging oxygen in Q3 species, this likely explains the decrease of the 440	

abundance of Q3 in the melt (Table 2) from 600ºC – 790 MPa to 400ºC – 358 MPa, and 441	

leads to the decreases of the Dfluid/melt
Q3 at low P-T (Fig. 8d). In summary, the Cl 442	

exchanges between melt and fluid, as pressure and temperature decrease, favors the 443	

formation of HCl and NaCl in fluids and reduces Cl solubility in melts. Nevertheless, this 444	

exchange reaction cannot be detected at elevated P-T conditions (> 600ºC – 790 MPa). 445	

 446	

 IMPLICATIONS  447	

 The cooling and decompression of NaF- and NaCl-bearing magmatic liquids in a 448	

chemically closed environment was considered to model the ascent of a magma-fluid 449	

system. Although this model is restricted to alkaline systems in the 143-1264 MPa 450	

pressure range (i.e. from upper mantle or deep crustal pressures (50 – 25 km) to shallow 451	

crustal depths (10 to 5 km)), it significantly contributes to explain why F and Cl are the 452	

last volatiles to be degassed by magmatic systems (Spilliaert et al. 2006). Our data on 453	

solubility, speciation and partitioning, during magma ascent and cooling can also explain 454	
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the difference in degassing between F and Cl. 455	

Fluorine solubility during magma ascent is discussed using Si-F complex as a 456	

proxy since we found no evidence of HF(aq) (weak bonds in fluids), while dissolved 457	

NaF(aq) species are in trace amounts in aqueous fluids (Weber et al. 2000) and in 458	

depolymerized melts (Mysen and Virgo, 1985). The positive correlation of Dfluid/melt
Si-F 459	

with temperature (Fig 9a) suggests that during cooling and ascension, (Si-F) complexes 460	

increasingly partitions from the fluid into the melt. This is consistent with the decreasing 461	

solubility of Si-F complexes like Si(OH)2F2(aq) observed in low pressure and temperature 462	

fluids (50 -150 MPa and 200 – 400ºC) as the solubility of quartz decreases (Konyshev 463	

and Aksyuk, 2008). The solubility of (Si-F) complexes increases in melt with decreasing 464	

pressure and temperature (Fig. 9d), i.e. as the magma cools and ascents. Below 600ºC and 465	

790 MPa, Si-F partition coefficients between melt and fluid becomes >1, e.g. Si-F 466	

becomes more concentrated in melts than in fluids. Our data supports the enrichment of 467	

fluorine in the melt during ascent and cooling continues even after exsolution of the fluid 468	

phase from the magmatic liquid at the late stages of magmatic history. 469	

The Cl-bearing magma-fluid system is characterized by the high solubility of 470	

NaCl-bearing complexes in fluids. Such fluids or brines transported in the crust by 471	

various volcanic systems can be observed in inclusions either as fluid inclusions trapped 472	

in host crystals or in silicate melt inclusions (e.g. Lowenstern 1994; Zajacz et al. 2008), 473	

or as part of hydrothermal systems in high-temperature reservoirs (e.g. Hedenquist and 474	

Lowenstern 1994; Chiodini et al. 2001). The Cl solution mechanism in hydrous 475	

aluminosilicate melts suggests that Cl solubility in melts increases during magma ascent, 476	

as H2O solubility decreases in the form of NaCl-melt complexes (Dalou and Mysen 477	
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2012) at pressures < 790 MPa. The exchange reaction (6) suggests that the NaCl 478	

concentration in melts starts to decrease, forming dissolved HCl in fluid at conditions 479	

below 600ºC – 790 MPa, During shallower decompression, the abundance of HCl may 480	

also become significant and, perhaps, exceed that of NaCl at shallow crustal pressures (< 481	

65MPa, Shinohara 2009) particularly in fluids. Once saline fluids are separated from the 482	

magma to ascent in crustal veins, Cl degassing (i.e. HClvapor) from the residual magma is 483	

controlled by the extent of Cl solubility in melts determined by the magma composition, 484	

e.g. alkalinity (Frank 2003; Shinohara 2009). For instance, HCl solubility in basaltic 485	

melts is larger than in rhyolitic melts, while HCl exsolution from basalt occurs at lower 486	

pressure than from rhyolite (Shinohara 2009). 487	

To this end, it appears that during ascent, F and Cl speciation favors their solution 488	

in melts (perhaps only up to 790 MPa for Cl). Therefore, their solubility remains high to 489	

shallow depth in the Earth, consistent with F and Cl being the last degassed volatiles from 490	

magmas (Spilliaert et al. 2006). We pose that such behavior explains why F and Cl are 491	

often undersaturated in magmas (Carroll and Webster 1994) and, therefore, do not degas 492	

significantly. As less than 15% of initial F content is degassed, Cl can be degassed to 493	

50% of its initial content (Métrich and Wallace 2008), suggesting that F solubility in 494	

magmas remains higher than Cl likely due the increasing formation of HCl in the last ~ 5 495	

- 25 km of decompression.  496	

 497	

 498	
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 813	

 814	

Figure 1: Photomicrographs of the sample chamber in the HDAC at ambient temperature 815	

and 1 atm pressure. Starting materials include a grain of NS3A5 glass, a 0.5M NaF 816	

aqueous fluid and a 13C diamond chip. 817	

 818	

Figure 2: Photomicrographs of the sample in Fig. 1, before the heating process noted 819	

initial state (1), after heating process at 800ºC (2) and during cooling stages to ambient 820	

conditions (3 to 6).  821	

 822	

Figure 3: A. Example of Raman spectrum of 13C diamond inside the HDAC at ambient 823	

temperature and pressure conditions (solid line), at 400ºC and 358 MPa (dashed line) and 824	

at 800ºC and 1264 MPa (dotted line), as indicated. The peak marked “natural diamond” is 825	

the peak of 12C from the diamond of the diamond cell itself. The Neon reference line is 826	

also shown here. B. Pressure-temperature relationships among our experiments: 827	

diamonds are for the experiment without halogens, the crosses are for the experiment 828	

with the addition of NaF and the circles are for the experiment with the addition of NaCl. 829	

Pressure-temperature relationships in aluminum-free Na2O.4SiO2 (NS4) and with 830	

10mol% Al (NS4A10) (Mysen, 2010; 2011) are also shown.  831	

 832	

Figure 4: Example of Raman spectra collected at high temperature and pressure in F-833	

bearing melts and fluids. The frequency range highlighted in grey (A) refers to the 834	

second-order vibrations of the diamond anvils. The intensity of peaks shown in B and C 835	
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changes with P-T conditions and with the presence of either F or Cl in both melt and 836	

fluid. 837	

 838	

Figure 5:  A. FTIR spectrum of a Cl-bearing H2O-rich melt at 700 ºC in the 4200-5600 839	

cm-1 region. B. Relationship between the ratio of integrated areas, A4500/A5200, vs. 840	

temperature, for F-bearing (crosses) and Cl-bearing (circles) H2O-rich melts. 841	

Experimental data are compared with HDAC studies of halogen-free water-saturated 842	

Na2Si4O9 (NS4) and Na2AlSi3O9 (NA10) melts (Mysen 2009, 2011). Melt spectra were 843	

obtained at different pressures up to: 1033 MPa for NS4, 791 MPa for NA10, 606 MPa 844	

for F-bearing experiment and 1264 MPa for Cl-bearing experiment (Fig. 3b). 845	

 846	

Figure 6: Raman spectra used to describe the extent of hydrogen bonding in H2O-rich 847	

NS3A5 melt and aqueous fluid. A. Example of a curve-fitted Raman spectrum in the 848	

frequency range 3000-4000 cm-1 of a silicate-rich fluid recorded in-situ at elevated 849	

temperature and pressure. Modified Van’t Hoff expression of ln K vs. 1/T were employed 850	

to calculate the stability hydrogen bonding in coexisting water‐saturated aluminosilicate 851	

melt (full symbols) and silicate-saturated aqueous fluid (empty symbols), for the halogen-852	

free experiment, B; the F-bearing experiment, C; and the Cl-bearing experiment, D. Note 853	

that ΔH-values are derived from the lnK vs. 1/T slope with no correction for pressure.  854	

 855	

Figure 7: Examples of Raman spectra in the frequency range of first-order (Si,Al)-O 856	

vibrations from the halogen-free H2O-rich melt (A);  the F-bearing hydrous (B), and the 857	

Cl-bearing fluid (C), at the pressure-temperature conditions indicated on individual 858	
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spectra. Grey lines are the Raman spectra and the black lines are the result of the curve 859	

fitting. Spectra are normalized to 100% intensity, where 100% represents the highest 860	

intensity of each spectrum. Residues of the curve-fittings are also presented. 861	

 862	

Figure 8: Partition coefficients between fluid and melt, Dfluid/melt, for Q0, Q1, Q2, and Q3 863	

species as a function of temperature. The Dfluid/melt were calculated from each Qn specie 864	

area normalized to the sum of all Qn areas. Diamonds are data from the halogen-free 865	

experiment, crosses from the F-bearing experiment and circles from the Cl-bearing 866	

experiment. 867	

 868	

 869	

Figure 9: Partition coefficients of Si-F between fluid and melt, Dfluid/melt as a function of 870	

temperature (A); lnDfluid/melt as function of 1/T.103
 (B), lnDQ3

fluid/melt as function of 1/T.103 871	

in NS3A5 + H2O + NaF experiment (C) and integrated Si-F band area of F-bearing melts 872	

(D). The Dfluid/melt and the Si-Fmelt were calculated from the 990 cm-1 band area 873	

normalized to the sum of all Qn integrated peak areas.  874	

	875	
	876	
	877	
	878	
	879	
	880	
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TABLES 889	
 890	
 891	
Table 1. Run data 892	
 893	

Temp 
(ºC) 

Raman shift 
13C diamond 

(cm-1) 

aPressure 
13C 

diamond 
(MPa) 

Phase present 

 

Experiment NS3A5 + pure H2O fluid 
Th = 210ºC- Fluid density = 0.853 g.cm-3 

     

800 1264.6 829  Melt (Rb), Fluid (R),13C 
700 1268.7 710 Melt (R), Fluid (R),13C 
600 1271.6 575  Melt (R), Fluid (R),13C 
500 1274 423 Melt (R), Fluid (R),13C 
400 1276.1 255 Quartz, Melt (R), Fluid (R),13C 
300 1278.2 143 Quartz, Melt (R), Fluid (R),13C 

 
Experiment NS3A5 + H2O + 0.5M NaF fluid 

Th = 340ºC- Fluid density = 0.611 g.cm-3 
     

800 1264 606  Melt (R, IRb), Fluid (R, IR),13C 
700 1264 448 Melt (R, IR), Fluid (R, IR),13C 
600 1268 365  Melt (R, IR), Fluid (R, IR),13C 
500 1271.8 313  Saltc, Melt (R, IR), Fluid (R, IR),13C 
400 1274.4 218  Salt, Melt (R, IR), Fluid (R, IR),13C 
300 1277.2 143 Na          Salt, Melt (R, IR), Fluid (R, IR),13C 

     
Experiment NS3A5 + H2O + 0.5M NaCl fluid 

Th = 340ºC- Fluid density = 0.926 g.cm-3 
     

800 1266 1264  Melt (R), Fluid (R),13C 
780 1266.3 1237 Melt (R), Fluid (R),13C 
720   Melt (IR), Fluid (IR) 
700 1268.7 1072 Melt (R, IR), Fluid (R, IR),13C 
600 1271.9 790  Melt (R, IR), Fluid (R, IR),13C 
500 1274.8 638  Salt, Melt (R, IR), Fluid (R, IR),13C 
400 1276.4 358  Salt, Melt (R, IR), Fluid (R, IR),13C 
300 1278.4 246  Salt, Melt (R, IR), Fluid (R, IR),13C 

     

	894	
a Pressure calculated from the 13C diamond shift normalized to the 584.72 nm Ne line (see 895	

text for further discussion). 896	
b R – Raman spectra recorded. IR – infrared spectra recorded. 897	
c Salt refers to salt precipitation. 898	
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Table 2. Silicate species, Qn, abundance in melt and fluid of each experiment. 899	
 900	
Temp (ºC) Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q3(F) 

Experiment NS3A5 + pure H2O fluid  

 Melt   
700 0.127(3) 0.467(8) 0.246(7) 0.160(5)  
600 0.057(1) 0.224(4) 0.433(4) 0.286(4)  
500 0.039(1) 0.147(3) 0.455(5) 0.358(4)  
400 0.029(0.4) 0.209(3) 0.409(6) 0.351(6)  

 Fluid   
700 0.376(3) 0.277(2) 0.095(1) 0.251(2)  
600 0.399(4) 0.180(3) 0.095(1) 0.326(6)  
500 0.505(5) 0.107(1) 0.075(1) 0.313(3)  
400 0.563(2) 0.127(1) 0.069(2) 0.240(3)  

      

Experiment NS3A5 + H2O + 0.5M NaF fluid  
 Melt   

800 0.232(3) 0.326(4) 0.116(2) 0.238(4) 0.087(2) 
700 0.191(5) 0.310(8) 0.121(4) 0.244(14) 0.134(4) 
600 0.053(1) 0.218(3) 0.108(2) 0.398(6) 0.223(3) 
500 0.026(1) 0.118(2) 0.111(2) 0.507(6) 0.237(3) 
400 0.034(2) 0.083(3) 0.105(4) 0.521(11) 0.257(6) 

 Fluid   
800 0.435(6) 0.139(2) 0.121(2) 0.176(3) 0.128(2) 
700 0.450(6) 0.129(2) 0.181(3) 0.098(2) 0.142(2) 
600 0.438(2) 0.106(2) 0.174(3) 0.107(2) 0.174(3) 
500 0.516(7) 0.160(1) 0.160(1) 0.066(0.5) 0.099(1) 
400 0.629(14) 0.150(5) 0.113(3) 0.052(2) 0.056(2) 

      

Experiment NS3A5 + H2O + 0.5M NaCl fluid  
 Melt   

800 0.259(4) 0.289(5) 0.288(5) 0.163(4)  
780 0.196(2) 0.261(3) 0.404(5) 0.140(3)  
700 0.059(2) 0.339(5) 0.376(8) 0.226(3)  
600 0.045(1) 0.347(5) 0.342(8) 0.265(2)  
500 0.061(0.5) 0.314(4) 0.409(9) 0.215(3)  
400 0.047(1) 0.207(3) 0.610(11) 0.135(3)  

 Fluid   
800 0.432(4) 0.108(2) 0.179(3) 0.280(4)  
780 0.458(3) 0.094(1) 0.217(2) 0.230(2)  
700 0.564(6) 0.067(0.5) 0.154(1) 0.215(1)  
600 0.583(8) 0.064(1) 0.148(2) 0.204(3)  
500 0.621(7) 0.037(1) 0.135(2) 0.207(3)  
400 0.611(9) 0.045(1) 0.134(1) 0.209(3)  

      

Numbers in parentheses represents one standard deviation in terms of least units cited.	901	
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Figure 2  925	
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Figure 3  932	
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Figure 4  965	
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Figure 5 989	
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Figure 6 1025	
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Figure 7  1042	
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Figure 8  1065	
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Figure 9 1087	
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